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Directing innovation led growth: 
inclusive and sustainable



The COVID-19 wake-up call



From crisis to crisis



Structural challenges in Brazil
1. Burdensome tax system: Brazilian companies allocate on average 38% more of 

their profits towards tax payments than companies in the OECD. 

2. De-industrialization and dependence on commodity-led development: in 
2021 manufacturing contributed its lowers percentage to GDP since the 1940s, 
while agrobusiness contributed 27%. 

3. High internal and external debt: In 2022 Brazil’s federal public debt increased 
by 6% and reached R$ 5.951 trillion.

4. Social vulnerability and inequality: Brazil ranks in the top 10% in terms of 
income inequality. 

5. Trust and institutional capacity: 25% of Brazilians believe that all or almost all 
the public servants are involved in corruption schemes. 



Time for a new approach to industrial strategy: 
for an economy-wide green industrial transformation

that shares both risks and rewards  



Directing economic growth: purpose and missions
Policy design

Institution/tool design

New social contract

To shift from market fixing to market shaping requires new policies - cross-
sectoral, outcomes-oriented, working with the willing

Mission oriented procurement, IPR contracts and financial tools: outcomes 
oriented with risk/reward sharing

Sharing both risks and rewards. Capital and Labour, Public and Private. Public 
and Public. Conditionalities can be built into the relationships between public and 
private (such as those from a public bank or innovation agency)

Co-creation and 
participation

Community engagement and stakeholder relationships play a central role – 
listening with empathy must be incorporated into this process 

Dynamic capabilities To shift from market fixing to market shaping, dynamic capabilities are needed in 
the public service - for mission oriented thinking, risk taking, and experimentation 



New Policy Design: 
from market fixing to market shaping 



Spillovers: 
20 things we 
wouldn’t 
have without 
space travel

Camera Phones

Scratch-resistant Lenses

CAT Scans

LEDs

Land Mine Removal

Athletic Shoes

Foil Blankets

Water Purification Systems

Dust Busters

Ear Thermometers

Home Insulation

Joys of Life

Wireless Headsets

Memory Foam

Freeze-dried Food

Adjustable Smoke Detectors

Baby Formula

Artificial Limbs

Computer Mouse

Portable Computer

Source: https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/infographics/20-inventions-we-wouldnt-have-without-space-travel/



Public-Private 
Partnership with a 
common purpose

NASA sought to work in partnership with 
innovative businesses, showing relevant 
capabilities and experience, searching for the 
best partners possible not just the least 
expensive ones
From cost-plus contracts (easily gamed)  to 
fixed price with incentives. 

“No excess profits” clause!
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Mission-oriented 
policies Political agenda setting 

& civic engagement

Clear targeted mission

Cross sectoral 
innovation

Portfolio of projects 
and bottom-up 

experimentation
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Five EU Mission Areas

§ Adaptation to climate change including societal 
transformation;

§ Cancer;
§ Healthy oceans, seas, coastal and inland waters;

§ Climate-neutral and smart cities;

§ Soil health and food.





5 criteria for 
missions BOLD, INSPIRATIONAL

A CLEAR DIRECTION
AMBITIOUS WHILE REALISTIC

CROSS-SECTORAL & INTER-DISCIPLINARY  
DRIVE MULTIPLE BOTTOM-UP SOLUTIONS



Guiding 
Industrial 
Strategy AI & Data Economy

We will put the UK at the 
forefront of the artificial 
intelligence and data 

revolution.

Clean Growth

We will maximize the 
advantages for UK industry 
from the global shift to clean 

growth.

Future of Mobility

We will become a world leader 
in the way people, goods and 

services move.

Ageing Society

We will harness the power of 
innovation to help meet the needs 

of an ageing society.



Commission chaired by M. Mazzucato & Lord D. Willetts

UK Industrial 
Strategy

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/public-purpose/policy/commission-innovation-and-industrial-strategy-moiis


Old industrial strategy vs. new industrial strategy

Old New

Focus on sectors or technologies Challenge-driven and cross-sectoral

Levelling the playing field Tilting towards a direction

Fixing markets Co-creating markets 

Picking winners Picking the willing 

Top-down Top-down and bottom-up 



New Tools and Institutions



How to implement missions

CONSCIOUS 
SELECTION

IMPACT-DRIVEN 
TARGETS

PRO-ACTIVE PORTFOLIO 
MANAGEMENT

FLEXIBILITY, 
ADAPTABILITY

ACCOUNTABILITY

ENGAGING CITIZENS + BUILDING PUBLIC SECTOR CAPABILITIES

CROWDING-IN 
FINANCING
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A green mission-oriented bank for Scotland



Mazzucato, M. and Mikheeva, O. (2020). The EIB and the new EU missions framework, UCL Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose, IIPP Policy Report 
(IIPP WP 2020-17). Available at: https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/public-purpose/wp2020-17

The EIB and circular economy missions

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/public-purpose/wp2020-17


BNDES and conditional finance

Through the use of conditionalities, the bank has in 
the past succeeded in crowding in business 
investment. 

Investment multiplier: between 2003 and 2011 has 
shown that the bank successfully generated 
crowding-in effects in the private sector, 
drastically increasing private investment in 
innovation.



A mission-oriented wealth fund in Camden



A CERN for Biodiversity 



A New Social Contract: 
socializing risks and rewards



COVID19: 
A moment for bold conditionalities 

“The Scottish parliament has voted to 
block companies based in tax havens 
from using millions of pounds in 
coronavirus relief funding, in 
emergency legislation.”

- The Guardian

“Air France will have to cut its carbon 
emissions and domestic flights as conditions 

for government financial support” 
France’s finance minister Le Maire 

- Reuters



Source: M. Mazzucato and R. Shah (Rockefeller 
Foundation) co-chairs of WEF Market Creators Alliance 



Building conditionalities into the 
US CHIPS and Science Act 

Conditionalities:

1. National security

2. No dividends or stock buybacks

3. Highly-skilled and diverse workforce

4. Access to childcare for workers



• Brazil’s success in becoming a regional producer of vaccines in Latin 
America is the result of a long-term, broad investment in the common 
good. 

• The Health Economic-Industrial Complex (HEIC) has developed the health 
sector’s technological base 

• Brazil’s Executive Group of the Health Economic-Industrial Complex GECIS 
is part of a whole-of-government strategy to increase coordination and 
communication among all stakeholders.

• It brings together: ministries of health, finance, science, innovation and 
technology, and foreign relations, with the private sector, academia and 
development banks

Brazil/s Health Economic-Industrial Complex

WHO Council on the Economics of Health for All. (2023). Health for All: Transforming Economies to Deliver What Matters. 



Participation and Co-Creation



Participatory budgeting in Porto Alegre

• Institutionalizing citizen 
participation

• Building social cohesion

• Ensuring transparency and 
accountability



Missions:

● By 2030, those holding positions of power in Camden are as 
diverse as our community - and the next generation is ready to 
follow;

● By 2025, every young person has access to economic 
opportunity that enables them to be safe and secure;

● By 2030, everyone eats well every day with nutritious, 
affordable, sustainable food;

● By 2030, Camden’s estates and their neighbourhoods are 
healthy and sustainable.

Participatory missions in Camden 



How to govern the data 
commons?

Source: Ajuntament Barcelona



Dynamic capabilities:
Reinvigorating the public service



Apollo’s head of procurement: 
“… we need capabilities, not brochuremanship”



“Whitehall has been ‘infantilised’ by an 
‘unacceptable’ reliance on expensive 
management consultants, a government 
minister has claimed in a leaked letter by 
Lord Agnew.”

- The Guardian

An infantilized public sector?

Out in February 2023! 



CNDI’s 7 missions

1 - Sustainable and digital agro-industrial chains to eradicate hunger 

2 - Resilient health complex for the prevention and treatment of diseases

3 - Sustainable infrastructure for productive integration

4 - Digital transformation of industry

5 - Decarbonisation of Industry, enabling the energy transition and bioeconomy

6 - Critical technologies for national sovereignty and defence

7 - Sustainable housing and mobility for well-being in big cities



“All of government approach”

Where 
should 
missions 
sit?

Health Environment EducationEconomy Industry/ 
Innovation

Mission-oriented policies

Ministries



Public sector capabilities matter! 

Adapting and learning

Aligning public services with needs

Governing data and digital platforms

Inter and intra-governmental learning and coordination

Governing resilient production systems



We need more Gov Labs

CHILE

MEXICO CITY

BRAZIL

COLOMBIA



A new 
vocabulary 
and 
narrative 

FIXING MARKETS  CO-CREATING & CO-SHAPING

DE-RISKING  WELCOMING UNCERTAINTY

PICKING WINNERS  PICKING THE WILLING

LEVELLING THE PLAYING FIELD  TILTING TOWARD A DIRECTION

OUTSOURCING  CAPACITY BUILDING

COST BENEFIT  DYNAMIC SPILLOVERS



Rethinking 
economics

VALUE - COLLECTIVELY CREATED
MARKETS – CO-CREATING, NOT FIXING
ORGANIZATIONS – DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES
FINANCE – OUTCOMES-BASED BUDGETING

PARTNERSHIP – PURPOSE & STAKEHOLDERS VALUE
(PRE)-DISTRIBUTION – SHARED RISKS & REWARDS

PARTICIPATION – OPEN SYSTEMS TO CO-DESIGN FUTURE



Mariana Mazzucato

Professor of Economics of Innovation and 
Public Value

Founding Director, UCL Institute for Innovation 
and Public Purpose

@MazzucatoM / @UCL_IIPP

Thank you! 


